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About This Game

You don't need to have played the first Spaceman Sparkles game (it's terrible
anyway) I'm pretty much just counting so I'll reach Sparkles 64 one day!

Spaceman Sparkles 2 is a frantic and groovy bullet-hell that takes place in a thumpin' disco universe. Calm your nerves with the
sick beats by Aeroloid (and a chippy guest track by Death M.D.) in this painfully difficult shooter, you'll be begging for mercy

while bobbing your head to the beat. Equipped with a rave gun, teleportation boots and giant hammers, you'll lead Sparkles
through space and time to defeat mysterious beings of light, collect the 24 glowsticks of legend and retrieve his stolen throne in

this grueling adventure.

"You'll never shine if you don't glow." - Typo

"스트레스 받기에 딱 좋은 게임입니다." - User review.
(Perfect game to receive stress.)*

*translation correctness pending

Key Features:

Collect 6 items, 24 glowsticks, and 6 worm hats?
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Fight 15+ bosses!

Explore space!

Pretty badges and clean emoticons.
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Title: Spaceman Sparkles 2
Genre: Action
Developer:
tjern
Publisher:
tjern
Release Date: 20 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: Dual Core 2.30GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: HD 5570

Storage: 25 MB available space

Additional Notes: You could probably run this on worse builds, but no promises.

English
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AVOID LIKE THE PLAGUE

This is not a review about the game itself, which was great when it came out - and probably still is.
But this release is unacceptably garbage. Just trying to set display settings makes the launcher complaing about DirectX 6 not
being on the system, and I should hope not! ��

Top bar is always visible in-game, when trying to set resolution in-game it glitched out and said
resolution 18356270788 x 544830049 ������

Running the game also forced the Curse Client to install something called Directplay ?!

But the worst part of all was when I played the game and died, the reload caused the game to crash directplay or something,
game froze and I could not end the process in any way.

And after rebooting my PC; nVidia Share froze for some reason.
AND the text in all of my apps got really low resolution, grainy (even though my display settings were the same)

So yeah... Great game, awful re-release.

My specs:
CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6600K CPU @ 3.50GHz, 3501 Mhz, 4 Core(s), 4 Logical Processor(s)
GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070
RAM: 8GB
OS: Windows 10 x64. What a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game. I could not even figure out what i was supposed
to do,. At least add some kind of instancing or insanly big maps so that one get to have ones own sandbox.. The last chapter is
too hard for me but the game overall is a big improovment over the first one,if you have rage issues don t play this.

7\/10. Solid game, I had trouble working the co-op though. Played through it solo instead. Campaign is about 7 hours or so.
Watch the trailer, if you likes these types of games than you will like party of sin.. I loved the piano sound effect. Very amazing
ending. 8.4\/10. Game Information

Maestro: Music of Death Collector's Edition is an Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game that was developed by ERS Game Studio
and published by Big Fish Games Studio.

Since this is a collector's edition, it comes with extra features, that are not available in its' counterpart; the standard edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is nicely done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.
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Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There two different difficulty game modes to choose from: Regular and Expert.

The notebook keep tracks of progression in the game. Such as story events and clues.

There is no map in the game. The player has to remember where to go in the game.

There is no padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place to make it stationary.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Traditional word list. Some of these hidden object scenes may require little or no
interactions.

The puzzles are fairly easy to solve without having the need to skip any of them.

Since this is a collector's edition, there is a bonus chapter, but it can be accessed only after the main story is completed.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Soundtracks; Concept Art; Wallpapers; Screen Saver and Game's Strategy
Guide. Most of these extra features can be access only after the entire game is completed.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. I stubbed my toe on the way to install this game.

That was the most enjoyable part of the experience.

-------------------------------------------------

Everything that defined the original is dead and gone. Instead, we have a terrible H1Z1 knockoff. The brutal melee combat,
trickery, and guerilla warfare complete with traps and bombs have all been replaced by generic gunplay that feels like a game
demo disc from PC gamer back in the 90s.

The only elements that survived from the first game are:

- The crazy announcer (he can heard in the background and the loading lobby)
- Perks (although, half of them are useless now and have much less impact)
- Stims (yes, you can still have an Iron 4 Skin)

-------------------------------------------------

I hesitate to use the word 'scam' but it kinda fits here. Don't buy this game.

I'm glad that I didn't get a free key for this game, because now I can at least get the satisfaction of clicking the refund button..
WHERE WAS THE HENTAI GUYS?!

I played as what I can only say looked like a very cheap hooker, walking around a rotating hotel lobby.

No hentai, no silvio!
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1/10 the worst one yet. un·jol·ly
adj. un·jol·li·er, un·jol·li·est

1. Devoid of good humor and high spirits.

2. Never exhibiting or occasioning happiness or mirth; uncheerful: an unjolly tune.

3. Offensive; unenjoyable: had an unjolly time.

4. When a game developer sells you a game with the Multi-player Steam store tag, but makes no mention that this multiplayer
mode is exclusively a single-PC hotseat mode, and you sit around on different continents with two copies of said game.

. ok its a good game but no plays it so its borring
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yeah...no thanks..game sucks.................. return...... It's the Knobby Cheap
Overpowered as can be
Such a b*tch can't you see?

I'm joking hes balanced these days.

Also this skin is great, the pimp cane is easily the best feature.. I bought this game out of pure nostalgia. I remember how much
I used to love it when I was younger. I've been wanting to play it for a while so I finally gave the ten dollars necessary to do so. I
now somewhat regret my decision because the countless hours I used to have fun with this game no longer hold up.

Sure it's nice to have a real-time game that you can check on periodically like you do with Facebook or a virtual pet. This game
however lacks the certain fun qualities of a real-time game. Your villagers randomly die while you're not playing and it doesn't
clue you in on why it happened so that you can prevent it in the future.

Overall, I would say this game is worth three dollars max. I regret paying so much for it, but now I know what seemed fun when
I was younger may not be the case in present day.. Oh well, this game has the qualities I've always wanted from a survival game
with dinosaurs - dinosaurs being dangerous. In some games it's ruined by the fact that once you wear steel armour and weapons,
you can as well solo a t-rex. Here the approach is more realistic, and the sounds and sense of danger is awesome. On nvidia 960
the game runs more or less smoothly on medium/high settings.. I found this game AWESOME for keeping the kidlets
entertained and practicing their math.I would recommend for ages 6+. Very fun and simple game. Create your own dungeon
map based on the random tiles you are given.

Few enemies and playable characters but strategy in build design make it fun to play.
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